Beall Concert Hall Saturday afternoon
4:00 p.m. November 20, 2010

* * *

111th Season, 29th program
**GOSPEL CHOIR PROGRAM**

The Lord Is Able  
John P. Kee

Still Say Thank You  
Smokie Norful

Kiara Dent, soloist

Resoration  
The Winans

Kendra Ah Sam, soloist

* * *

**GOSPEL ENSEMBLE PROGRAM**

Heaven  
Karen Clack Sheard

Amy Hacknschmidt, soloist

Healing In His Tears  
Smokie Norful

Emma Stuart, soloist

Show Yourself Strong  
Fred Hammond

Solomon Rexius, soloist

* * *

**SOLO PROJECT**

Baby It's Cold Outside  
Ana Strgar, soloist

Joseph Lombardi, soloist

* * *

**GOSPEL SINGERS**

Praise On The Inside  
Sarah Brosy, soloist

Unto Thee  
Jameson Tabor, soloist

**COMPETITION SET**

Lookin’ For You  
Kirk Franklin

* * *

**MASS CHOIR**

Precious Lord Take My Hand  
The McClurkin Project

Mary Lucarelli, soloist

**God Is Trying To Tell You Something**  
Tata Vega

Andrae Crouch

Carn Wiese, soloist

Yesenia Sanchez, soloist

Shenea Davis, soloist

* * *

**GOSPEL CHOIR PERSONNEL**

Kendra Ah Sam  
Olivia Manwarren

Bailey Allison-Hinkley  
Kelly Mehigan

Mayo Arai  
William Mehigan

Loren Benson  
Kosuke Muramoto

Breanna Castle  
Ji-Hwan Park

Nokchachom “Pip” Cheslehim  
Dashiel Paulson

Jordan Chesnut  
Sasha Riddle

Junoh Cho  
Ryosuke Sato

Crystal Cox  
Laurel Shelter

Peter Daggatt  
Tara Sullivan

Kiara Dent  
Yasu Tanaka

William Downey  
Mai Taniguchi

Zachary Feiner  
Christopher Tiller

Joel Freedman  
Paul Trakarn

Brian Hannah  
Kazuki Tsujimura,

Elliot Himmelfarb  
Li jun Wan

Julia Kimmel  
Yu-Huai Howard Wang

Fumio Kono  
Amber Willhite

Naichang Liu  
Rui Yang

Mary Lucarelli